
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Taumarunui Racing Club Date: Saturday 28 July 2012 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow(8) 
Rail: 6 Metres 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), M Williamson, W Robinson, P Kinsey, L Tidmarsh  
Stenographer: P Scott 

 

GENERAL:  
Nothing to report. 

 
 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: KATE, SWAMI, TE TORO LASS, GUEVARA, TORINO, MALBEC, HIGH KIN, THE JUNGLE BOY, MAREA 

ALTA, CHAPINTA, STORM IN 
Suspensions: Race  

 
 
Race 

3 
 
 
6 

J Castano SWEET ‘N’ KEEN 
Careless riding 150 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)]  Suspended 30  July–13 August 2012 
inclusive (6 riding days) 
T Thornton ZAHTUI 
Careless riding 1800 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 2–9 August 2012 inclusive 
(5 riding days) 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  
 
Race 

2 
 
5 

M McNab TENNESSEE WHISKEY 
$200 Failure to make weight [Rule 330(3)(c)] 
R Yuill NEARLY STOLEN 
$50 Presented NEARLY STOLEN to race without notified gear 

Warnings: Race  5 M Coleman HEAT BLAST 
Shifting ground after start [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race  9 THOUSAND PIPERS – vet cert of fitness required prior to racing next 

Medical Certificates: Clearance received covering V Colgan 

Rider Changes: Race  2 TENNESSEE WHISKEY, C Dell for M McNab (overweight) 

Late Scratchings: Race  9 BIG LUCY at 3.47 pm on vet advice 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 UNIVERSAL BEEF PACKERS TE KUITI PREMIER 

WATTLE BAY (M Sweeney) and ALUKA (L Satherley) were both slow away. 
BERLUSCONI (M Hills) shifted in shortly after leaving the barriers and blundered when clipping a heel of KATE (A Forbes). 
GARDEN OF EDEN (S Spratt) made the first turn awkwardly. 
CENTAVADA (R Norvall) had to be steadied when running up on to heels as the pace steadied near the 700 metres and 
shifted in hampering RED LEADER (M Cameron) which was also over-racing at that stage of the race. 
BERLUSCONI and HOLLYWOOD ANGEL (R Hutchings) were both held up until passing the 200 metres. 
CENTAVADA and RED LEADER were unable to obtain clear running for the majority of the straight. 
When attempting to obtain clear running RED LEADER shifted out passing the 150 metres and was taken out further by 
TOP CHOICE inconveniencing BERLUSCONI and PANZAFLYING (C Grylls).  M Cameron was advised to exercise more care. 

Race 2 TAUMARUNUI & DISTRICTS RSA PREMIER 

M McNab the declared rider for TENNESSEE WHISKEY was unable to make the required weight and was replaced by C Dell.  
M McNab was fined $200. 
EH WANDA (N Harris) was slow to begin. 
RATTLE AND HUM (R Norvall) began awkwardly then shifted out becoming awkwardly placed on heels and having to 
steady. 



 

 

EVENADUCHESS (N Collett) began awkwardly and shifted out crowding TENNESSEE WHISKEY (C Dell) on to ROSIE’S 
REVENGE (C Grylls). 
SEED OF SPEED (K Kalychurun) and THE PAPERBOY (B R Jones) both began awkwardly. 
TENNESSEE WHISKEY, RAIVAC (M Sweeney) and RATTLE AND HUM (R Norvall) over-raced in the middle stages. 
RAIVAC, GEM LOVER (C Parish) and THE PAPERBOY all raced wide without cover. 
SEED OF SPEED made contact with THE PAPERBOY near the 800 metres. 
SEED OF SPEED raced very wide around the bend. 
FARAWAY EYES (J Collett) lay in under pressure in the final straight and was unable to be fully ridden out. 
K Kalychurun (SEED OF SPEED) was shown video footage and spoken to regarding his ride when after a poor beginning he 
had attempted to improve his position in the back straight where there was insufficient room to do so, and had then 
attempted to improve forward very wide from the 800 metres.  Apprentice jockey Kalychurun was advised that he would 
be expected to show better judgement in future.   

Race 3 TAUMARUNUI COSMOPOLITAN CLUB & TAB PREMIER 

TAKING THE MICKEY (P Turner) began awkwardly crowding OFF THE TOP (J Collett). 
SUNTORY (T Thornton) began awkwardly. 
TANGOETTE (S Spratt) was slow away. 
WHOSHE (M Sweeney) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
SWEET ‘N’ KEEN (J Castano) made the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly. 
TEN BELLES (M Cameron) lay out around the bend. 
SWEET ‘N’ KEEN clipped a heel of TANGOETTE near the 150 metres and blundered badly dislodging rider J Castano.  After 
being attended to by ambulance personnel and the course doctor apprentice Castano was passed fit to fulfill his remaining 
engagement.  J Castano admitted a charge of careless riding in that he had permitted his mount SWEET ‘N’ KEEN to shift 
inwards striking a heel of TANGOETTE.  After hearing all submissions the Judicial Committee suspended J Castano’s licence 
to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Sunday 29 July until the conclusion of racing on Monday 13 August, 6 riding 
days.   

Race 4 UNITED GAMING LTD PREMIER 

ONE NITE STAND (C Dell) shifted out leaving the barriers hampering HAPPY MAN (P Turner) which shifted away from that 
runner crowding BELLE DE JEU (R Norvall), CAPTORG (J Collett) and OUR JACKPOT (M Cameron) which all became 
unbalanced with CAPTORG and HAPPY MAN losing ground. 
OUR JACKPOT over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
HEAD HONCHO (C Grylls) commenced to hang outwards when making the bend near the 800 metres becoming awkwardly 
placed on the heels of PEARLE LUSTRE (M Coleman). 
OUR JACKPOT and PEARLE LUSTRE both raced wide throughout. 
ELLE TRESOR (M Hills) had to be steadied off the heels of GUEVARA (S Shirahama) when the pace eased passing the 800 
metres.  S Shirahama was advised that he must not steady the pace to a degree which puts other riders in difficulty. 
BELLE DE JEU was held up rounding the final turn. 

Race 5 MODERN TRANSPORT ENGINEERING PREMIER 

IPONI (S Collett) was crowded at the start between HEAT BLAST (M Coleman) which shifted in leaving the barriers and 
TORINO (M McNab) which shifted out slightly. 
PRINCESS LEIA (N Collett) began awkwardly. 
DRAGONKEEPER (J Collett) shifted out and hampered COLORADO SUN (M Cheung) leaving the barriers. 
HEAT BLAST shifted in shortly after the start crowding TORINO and PRINCESS LEIA.  HEAT BLAST continued to shift in with 
KULA SANDS (L Robertson) having to be steadied off the heels of HEAT BLAST.  M Coleman was issued with a warning.  
KULA SANDS then lay in crowding KASH UP (A Forbes) on to COURIER (J Castano) with KASH UP being checked and losing 
ground.  
COURIER made the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly.   
COURIER had to be steadied away from the heels of KULA SANDS near the 500 metres. 
KINARNE (R Norvall) which was inclined to lay inwards in the final straight shifted in near the 150 metres with MISS PELEAR 
(V Colgan) shifting away from that runner into the line of IPONI which was shifting out to obtain clear running.  As a result 
IPONI had to be checked off the heels of MISS PELEAR and shifted in striking a heel of the weakening SUMOTORI (M Hills) 
and blundering badly almost dislodging its rider.    
Trainer R Yuill was fined $50 after presenting NEARLY STOLEN (S Spratt) without notified gear being blinkers.   
Inquiries were made into TORINO, which was having its first start in New Zealand, being presented without blinkers which 
had been recorded against the gelding with the explanation of Mr Busuttin being accepted and TORINO permitted to race 
without blinkers.   

Race 6 KING COUNTRY LONGRUN PREMIER 

GAYBRIANNE (S Shirahama) began awkwardly and shifted in hampering BRER (S Spratt) which lost ground. 
A charge of careless riding against T Thornton in that she permitted her mount ZAHTUI to shift inwards near the 1800 
metres when not sufficiently clear forcing SHOOTING DAGGERS (D Nolan) inwards crowding MALBEC (J Collett) and 



 

 

WAITOKI AHI (M Cameron) which was checked was found to be proven.  Also hampered in this incident was RED 
RHAPSODY (S Collett) and TAATS (R Hutchings).  The Judicial Committee suspended T Thornton’s licence to ride in races 
from the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 1 August up to and including racing on Thursday 9 August, 5 riding days. 
RED RHAPSODY raced wide around the first bend. 
ZAHTUI and MAHARISHI (B R Jones) raced in restricted room over the concluding stages. 

Race 7 HIBISCUS PAINTERS TAUMARUNUI GOLD CUP 

MAREA ALTA (N Harris) and I’M ISAAC (P Turner) were both crowded when THE MUFFIN MAN (T Thornton) shifted in 
leaving the barriers. 

FIORANO (M Coleman) and NEW MOON (N Collett) came together on jumping away. 
CARBONADO (S Spratt) raced wide without cover until near the 1400 metres.   
FIORANO raced wide throughout. 
RISING TIDE (S Collett) lay in under pressure in the final straight. 

Race 8 JO BRADLEY 2100 PREMIER 

ELECTRONIC SOCKS (S Collett) and HAWICK PARK (M Cheung) were both crowded leaving the barriers between MISS 
MARBELLA (P Turner) and MONTETRA (C Grylls) which both shifted ground. 
HAWICK PARK commenced to over-race near the 1800 metres and had to be steadied off heels on several occasions 
rounding the first bend. 
STAR BOUND (S Spratt) and SAVED BY THE BELL (M Coleman) both raced wide without cover. 
CAVESTANI (R Hutchings) was held up rounding the final turn and was disappointed for a run near the 350 metres when 
MONTETRA shifted in under pressure. 
HAWICK PARK raced in restricted room when attempting a marginal run to the inside of LITTLE ALFIE BROWN (L Satherley) 
in the final straight and had to be steadied when crowded passing the 100 metres. 

Race 9 WOODS GROUP PREMIER 

COUPE DE VILLE (N Collett) was slow away. 
CO STAR (A Edmeads) was crowded leaving the barriers by HE’S DAN (P Turner) which lay in. 
NASRINA (S Collett) raced three wide without cover. 
LOGAN (R Norvall) was held up behind the weakening NUNOTHER (L Satherley) rounding the final turn. 
THOUSAND PIPERS (C Parish) was held up passing the 350 metres. 
A post-race veterinary examination of THOUSAND PIPERS found the gelding to be badly lame in the right foreleg with a 
suspected tendon injury.  Trainer K Lawrence was advised that a veterinary certificate of fitness would be required prior to 
THOUSAND PIPERS racing next.   
When questioned regarding the performance of ALPENA ROSEA rider M Cameron advised that the filly had hung 
throughout and in his opinion may be better suited to racing on right-handed tracks.  A post-race veterinary examination of 
the filly did not reveal any abnormalities. 

 


